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It's time to take back
control of your tech!



Understanding and 
breaking habits

 
All habits can be broken! 

But you need to be clear on the
habit stages, including habit

function and reward and
conditioning behaviours!

PART 6
 



We are covering today

Stages of a habit

What is the habit function / reward

The different types of conditioning
behaviour

How to break habits!



Examples of preparation

Have a list of tech free activities
Take App off phone and have a book / cross word

Get a screen time APP set up 
Buy a box for everyone's gadgets to go in

HABIT PREPARATION
Prepare yourself

Whenever I want to change a habit, I always
look at how I can prepare myself

You want to get ready to turn your
habit around

Want to don't want or don't want to want

Ask what do I want instead?

Think of the reasons I'd like to have a new
habit, the benefits, wins and gains

Remember we are teaching the
brain the whole time!

 The things we do we have taught ourselves to do,
based on the habit loop....

What could interrupt my pattern?

Habits are repeated behaviour patterns



THE HABIT LOOP
CUE OR
TRIGGER

CRAVING
/BEHAVIOURREWARD

(FUNCTION /
FEELING)

The cue or
trigger

immediately
takes you to
the end of
the loop

We are
craving to
change our

state /
feeling

Craving isn't
about the
thing itself
but the

change of
state



THE HABIT LOOP
I AM

BORED

REACH
FOR SMART

PHONE

I AM
ENTERTAINED



THE HABIT LOOP
I AM

LONELY

GO ON
SOCIAL
MEDIA

I FEEL
CONNECTED



THE HABIT LOOP
NOTIFICATION

ON PHONE
(trigger)

GO ON
SMART
PHONE

(behaviour)

FEEL GOOD
(anchor)



Being a happy person is a habit

You have conditioned yourself to think in a certain
way, focus on better things etc.

HABITS ARE AUTOMATIC
Left foot or right foot into trousers

We have programmed our brains we do
things that way, the opposite feels strange

What I do / way we think / what our
family does

We have conditioned ourselves to do these
things over time until they are automatic

Certain taps on a sink

We have conditioned the brain to do
automatically, without thinking. Change

feels strange at first

Reaching for phone is a habit

Our brains have been conditioned to check
our phones, go through the apps we're on

etc.



Technology is not the reward

But the change of state from it (this includes that
dopamine hit!)

understanding cravings / REWARDS
REWARD part 2

Teaches us to do again. I like this. Do more. I
like this. Do more. 2-3 times into the brain,
5-10 times strengthens the neurtransmitters

We crave the reward not the thing

Whether exercise, wine or technology, it's the
reward we're after, the feeling, the change

of state

Build up and unravel

When we build a habit we build the
neurotransmitters, when we leave behind (or

build a new habit), we weaken this 
Xbox once / Smart Phone once - forget

 
REWARD part 1

Satisfaction!
Eliminate the cue

You start to break the loop



Associations

Coffee example
Wake up - trigger

Problem - want to feel awake
Solution - coffee - satisfies you, you feel awake

Coffee associated with feeling alert
Drink regularly, becomes automatic

Automated solution
Over time becomes unconscious

Just something you do

Unconscious associations
Two phases of breaking a habit

The problem phase and solution phase
Problem - leads to behaviour

Solution - leads to response and reward

Associations

Tech example
After dinner - trigger

Problem - Bored / lonely
Solution - smart phone (connected / entertained)
Smart phone associated with feeling connected /

entertained
Do regularly, becomes automatic

Automated solution to boredom / lonliness
Over time becomes unconscious

Just something you do

What is the internal state
 I'd like to have?

What is the cue? What is feeling at the end?
What can I do instead? 
"Habit function replacer"



Brainstorming habit replacers

Boredom
(cue / trigger)

What else other than
smart phone?

Read book, play game,
have conversation?

FEEL GOOD
(anchor / reward)



Preparation: Raising awareness to how you feel from the reward

Lonely
(cue / trigger)

Form a hobby, join a
local group, meet

friends?

Connected
(anchor / reward)



Preparation: Raising awareness to how you feel from the reward

Fear of not doing
/ missing out /
being judged
(cue / trigger)

Respond to email
from Boss / respond

to Whatsaap
messages from friends

Peace / calm /
guilt free?

(anchor / reward)



Preparation: Raising awareness to how you feel from the reward

Fear of not doing
/ missing out /
being judged
(cue / trigger)

What else? 
Self-permission

Mindset
Communicate
boundaries /
expectations

Peace / calm /
guilt free?

(anchor / reward)



HOW TO CHANGE THE BUILDING BLOCKS
Some habits easier to break than

others

Something missing V chemical withdrawal
Little discomfort V cold turkey

Look for evidence it can be done

How does someone doing what you want, do
effortlessly / easily / enjoyably?

 

How long will it take?

How much are you prepared to wait, work,
be patient, persevere and practice?

Do your prep to make easier

Tech free evenings - list of things to do
Smartphone off at 8pm - books / game
No phones in car - communicate / great

play lists / topics to chat about

Work out what gives you the same
feeling, function, reward?

Brainstorm these, implement, test, reflect /
review, change if need be

Remember YOU have changed
habits before - lots of them

Whether tech related or not, remember that
you do have it within you to change habits

 



Different types of conditioning behaviours
ONE: Classic conditioning

When something happens, something else
happens

 
Pavlov's Dogs

Ring bell to feed dogs
Repeat

When bell rung, dogs salivate
 

Wine - cigarette
Sit down on train - get phone out
Get home from school - Xbox on

ONE: Operative conditioning

Where you experience associated feelings that
then creates the habit and then habit builds

 
Afraid of snakes

Told snakes are dangerous
I have a negative feeling about this

Snakes = negative feeling
Negative feeling = built fear / habit

 
Afraid of missing out

Told you won't be included if you're not on
Whatsaap group

Negative feeling from this
Have to be on Whatsaap



Different types of conditioning behaviours
THREE: Observational Learning

Normalising of behaviour (can be positive and negative)
 

Watch others
Copy others

What Mum does with phone
What Dad does with Ipad

What big brother does on XBox
What most kids do at school

What you see on TV
What you see on social media

Culturally / generationally
 

Emulate their lifestyle / behaviour
Modelling their lifestyle / behaviour

Forming the identity of their lifestyle / behaviour



HOW to break a habit
Make it invisible

How can you make your habit out of sight
"You can't focus on what you can't see"

Take it away, can't use it

Make it unsatisfying

Break the reward feeling and remind yourself
what you're doing to get that reward or even

the reward itself ISN'T what you want
 

Make it Unattractive

Turn something you used to (or think you!)
love, into something you don't

Make it difficult

Delaying it, hiding it, put it somewhere else.
tell someone else to stop you

Visualise what you want at the end

Go into as much detail using your senses
What's the change of state I want? Heighten that! 

Visualise what you're going to do instead



HOW to CREATE a habit
Make it visible

Bring it your attention, make it obvious!

Make it satisfying

Connect with all the ways it will satisfy you!
And bring these to your attention

Make the new thing as enjoyable as you can

Make it Attractive

Focusing on the benefits, how and why it will
appeal to you 

Make it easy

As humans we like things to be easy, keep
asking "how can I make this new habit

easy?"



GOOD QUESTIONS!

When does your bad habit happen?
How many times a day?

Where are you?
Who am I with?

What triggers the behaviour?
What's the internal state that I'm looking to change?

' the internal state do I want?
 

Remember we ALL lived happily without technology before we had access to it
 



YOUR HABITS!
 

Start to get more familiar with
the habits that you and your

family have
You still don't need to make changes here.

It's all about the awareness and observations.
Starting to get more familiar with the cue / behaviour and rewards.

Thinking of your habit functions and replacers
And starting to think about what you'd like to bring in.

 AND start to think about preparation ideas.



Non-NEGOTIABLES
A great starting point to

creating positive, easy and
impactful change!

 NEXT UP...
 


